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Our purpose:

“We help teams in consumer goods
businesses make smarter pricing and 
customer investment decisions,
delivering lasting change to their
business”



Introduction

We are continually reminded of the
ever-increasing disparity between
producers in developing countries and 
first world consumers, the impact of
climate change on communities,
livelihoods and the future security of 
supply of the food on which we depend. 
Legal and tax changes also continue to 
challenge brands and manufacturers in 
adapting both their products and
operating models.

In that ever-changing context, we see the 
continued impact of technology on the 
decisions we make and how we shop. The 
abundance of consumer purchasing data 
that new technology brings presents both 
a challenge and an opportunity to brand 
owners to leverage this to their
advantage.

At Acumen, we are continuing to adapt 
and evolve our approach and solutions 
in light of these market dynamics and the 
trends impacting brand manufacturers. 
We are proud to continue to help
consumer product companies change 
their businesses and make more
profitable decisions with their customers 
and drive the revenue growth agenda 
forward.

2019 has been one of the best years 
we’ve ever had, as we continue to drive 
revenue growth initiatives within the 
industry. Throughout 2019, significant 
trends have continued to influence our 
world and challenge the way we work.

These trends include the impact of
one-way packaging on the environment, 
the rising health and wellness trend, 
shifting consumers in and out of brands/
categories and the challenges of food 
waste.

Nick Ryan
Chief Commercial Officer
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Highlights
of 2019

January February March April

May June July August September October November December

January saw Acumen 
kickstart the new year with 
our kick-off event at the 
Beefeater gin distillery. Our 
senior APAC consultant, Min 
Chung, writes the Acumen 
guide to ‘Maximising the 
impact of your promotional 
plan’ and ‘Improving
conditionality to form
mutually beneficial
partnerships with customers’.

In February Acumen
appeared in Consumer 
Goods Technology’s 2019 
Trade Promotion
Management Solutions 
guide.

In March we sponsored the 
Grocer Conference ‘How to 
win with technology in retail 
sales and marketing’. We 
also appeared at the 
Imperial College FMCG
consulting collaborative 
event to discuss consulting 
careers in FMCG and retail.

We launched the new 
Acumen support portal. 
We also published our 
client story ‘Introducing a 
structured pricing
framework to global travel 
retail’ available on our 
website.

In May, we sponsored the 
POI summit in Rotterdam, 
‘Collaborate globally and 
execute locally’. We were 
also published in
Consultancy UK – an article 
written by Acumen’s Chief 
Product Officer Matt Wills 
‘Saas: More specialised 
than ERP at a fraction of 
the cost’

In June we held our first
Acumen Revenue
Management forum in
Singapore ‘How to build 
your revenue management 
capability in APAC to deliver
lasting change’ that brought 
together global leaders from 
across the FMCG industry.

In July we achieved 
ISO27001:2013
certification, an industry 
leading accreditation.
Our HQ office, our software
development tools and
processes, our hosted
products as well as our 
consulting solutions were all 
certified.

In August we featured in 
two publications: Research 
trade’s ‘Global TPM market 
report’ and Gartner’s ‘Hype 
cycle for consumer goods’ 
report. We also began
running regular yoga classes 
at Acumen HQ!

In September we received 
‘Best in class distinction’ for 
our TPM solution Acumen 
Invest in the POI ‘State of 
the industry’ report. We also 
held our Radar user forum 
in Paris.

In October we continued 
to develop and grow our 
team, through attending the 
Bath and Bristol University 
graduate careers fairs. We 
also launched our new and 
updated website.

In November we hosted the 
first of our Acumen webinar 
series ‘Using base to create 
an effective promotional 
plan’ in APAC, live from our 
Singapore office. We also 
released our latest client 
case study video – Acumen 
& Premier Foods.

Looking ahead to 2020 
we anticipate a varied 
agenda of events and 
webinars, along with plenty 
of advances with our tools 
and capabilities. We look 
forward to welcoming our 
delegates to the Amsterdam 
event in March 2020 for our 
next Revenue Management 
forum.
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1
Features and
accreditations

The obstacles include a lack of quality data, technical challenges involved with integrating a tool, and the scale of 
change management required. The full report highlights these challenges in depth and includes a comparison chart of 
the 19 solution providers at the forefront of Trade Promotion Management excellence, Acumen included. 

In May, a feature by Matt Wills, Acumen’s Chief Product Officer ‘Saas: More specialised than ERP at a fraction of the 
cost’ was published in Consultancy UK. The feature provides commentary on how software as a service companies can 
offer more focussed and tailored functions than outdated ERP systems. Consultancy UK is an online platform for the 
UK’s advisory and consulting industry. They present the latest news and trends in the sector, follow the developments and 
publications of consulting firms across 60+ industries and functional areas. 

In August Acumen featured in Gartner’s 2019 report: ‘Hype Cycle for Consumer Goods’. The report highlights notable 
technology providers in the consumer goods industry, aligning them to their ‘Hype Cycle’ model. A variety of technology 
and solution providers are assessed according to their stage in the Garter ‘Hype cycle’ and how they benefit consumer 
goods businesses. The report discussed TPM technology as climbing the ‘slope of enlightenment’ and recommends
Acumen as a vendor.

In August we featured in Research Trade’s Global TPM market report and forecast for 2019-2025. The report focuses on 
the status of global Trade Promotion Management and Optimisation Solutions, their future forecast, growth
opportunities, key markets and the key players.

In September we were pleased to announce our TPM offering received ‘Best in class’ distinction from the Promotion 
Optimization Institute and as a result, we were awarded the 2019 POI TPx badge of excellence. The POI’s 2019 report 
highlights the technology and related service options that can help to improve promotional outcomes for FMCG
businesses, and we scored above average across all 16 categories, ranging from product aptness and flexibility to market 
understanding.

2019 saw Acumen receive more features and 
accreditations than ever before. We are ex-
tremely proud to have been recognised by such 
publications and are looking forward to contin-
uing to work with our partners in 2020.

We kicked off the year with a feature in February’s Consumer 
Goods Technology’s 2019 Trade Promotion Management solu-
tions guide. The report featured notable solution providers at the 
forefront of trade promotion management and optimisation and 
commentary from industry experts on the TPM challenges that 
consumer goods companies face today. According to CGT, FMCG 
companies are behind other industries when it comes to their level 
of investment in and adoption of advanced technologies. 
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People
development
and growth 2

We are proud that our people have a 
passion for making a difference and love 
having an impact from the word go. Our 
teams are great at finding simple
solutions to complex problems and
making a difference for our clients
regularly. All of our people have initiative 
and enthusiasm, delivering quality
outputs and collaborating to succeed
on a daily basis. 

Despite busy diaries, we always ensure we 
get together as a business across the year 
as a chance to update each other on our 
latest achievements and initiatives. We 
kicked off the year at the Beefeater gin 
distillery in Kennington and caught up as a 
business in Vauxhall city farm in March. We 
held our H2 kick off meeting at London Zoo 
in June and held our October Quarterly 
meeting at the crystal maze live experience 
in Soho. And of course, we finished the year 
with the Acumen Christmas party in central 
London as an opportunity to celebrate our
achievements of the year and have fun. 

Our team is constantly growing and 
2019 saw Acumen achieve more 
than we ever have before. We
welcomed new individuals into the 
business across Consulting, People 
Experience, Product Development, 
Engineering and Commercial teams. 
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In September we redefined our core company values as a 
whole business. We felt that just as the business had evolved, 
our values had evolved too. We use these values as guidelines 
for our everyday and attempt to embody them in everything 

we do. We feel that a clear and true set of values is important 
for enabling employees across all teams to act in harmony and 

stay on course for achieving Acumen’s purpose.

Collaborate
to succeed

Be open and 
honest

Ruthlessly 
simplify

Innovate to 
grow

Put quality 
first

Own it and 
enjoy it

Graduate
careers fairs

Our Values

In October we showcased the Acumen 
talent brand at the Bristol and Bath
graduate careers fairs, communicating 
our opportunities to prospective students. 
Recent graduates at Acumen spoke to 
hundreds of students about our graduate 
and placement roles across all our teams, 
involving working with our growing
international client base, in house
app-development, and sales and
marketing opportunities. 
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3
The Acumen Revenue 
Management forum,
Singapore
In June, we held the Acumen revenue management forum: ‘How to 
build your revenue management capability in APAC to deliver lasting 
change’ that brought together leaders from across the FMCG
industry in APAC.

What the attendees What the attendees 
thought...thought...

Overall Experience scoreOverall Experience score**

8.7
NetworkingNetworking
OpportunitiesOpportunities

9.1
Quality of SpeakersQuality of Speakers

8.8
*Scored out of 10

“The day provided 
the perfect
combination of 
presentations,
workshops and 
panels”

The agenda included:

 – Innovative strategies that leading CPG revenue management experts 
in APAC are using to achieve their business goals 

 – The future of revenue management for CPG companies in APAC 
 – Integrating revenue management into your business: How effective 

change management can overcome common challenges 
 – Adapting proven revenue management practices to APAC
 – Leveraging AI to deliver trade spend optimisation and how to lead a 

data driven revenue management organisation

Delegates left with:

 – Revenue management best practice from across the FMCG industry
 – An expanded network of revenue management experts and colleagues
 – Thoughts & ideas to take back to your business from facilitated    

workshop sessions
 – New points of view from a variety of presentations on the latest          

industry trends
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Held at the prestigious Capella hotel, on Sentosa 
island in Singapore, the agenda included inspiring 
presentations and panel discussions from Revenue 
Management leaders, hands-on workshops, and 
networking opportunities.

We aimed to make the day as lively as possible and 
encourage active participation, with a balance
between presentations, panel discussions and
workshops where possible. Delegates left with
tangible outtakes to implement in their business, and 
we received complimentary feedback following the 
event.

Who attends our events? "Excellent topics and 
speakers. Outstanding
discussions"

“Great opportunity to hear 
how others are dealing 
with various topics and 
understanding how they 
are overcoming common 
hurdles - especially around 
the people and mindset 
topic”

“High quality
content from
speakers and a 
good opportunity 
for sharing pain 
points, visions, and
practices”
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Sponsored events 
and webinars

In 2019 Acumen sponsored the Grocer conference ‘How to win with 
technology in retail sales and marketing’ at the Cavendish Conference 
Centre, London. The event was attended by FMCG sales and marketing 
professionals alike and discussed how to get ahead with technology today. 
Nick Ryan, Acumen’s Chief Commercial Officer, presented on ‘Harnessing 
technology and artificial intelligence to build winning promotional plans 
between suppliers and customers’, which provoked lots of interesting dis-
cussion, as delegates shared their experience as well as the challenges they 
face.

In May we sponsored the POI summit in Rotterdam: ‘Collaborate globally 
execute locally’. The two-day conference brought together FMCG leaders 
from across Europe to discuss the challenges the industry faces today. Nick 
Ryan from Acumen and Phil Morgan from Premier Foods presented on the 
topic: ‘How excellence in Trade Management and Optimisation impact the 
wider enterprise: from capability to Exceptional Retail Execution’.

4
So far, our webinars have had a strong APAC focus, hosted 
from Singapore with our team based there. For 2020 we’ll aim 
to also host Europe focussed webinars from our HQ in
Richmond. 

Our webinar ‘Using base to create an effective promotional 
plan’ allowed our audience to understand the benefits of 
establishing base volumes to improve promotional
management, looking at how other CPGs in APAC are
approaching their base volumes. 

In 2019 we’ve broken into the world of
webinars, hosting two APAC webinars:
‘Overcoming key revenue management
challenges in APAC’ and ‘Using base to create 
an effective promotional plan in APAC’

In 2019 we sponsored two events, The Grocer
conference ‘How to win with technology in retail sales 
and marketing’ and the POI summit in Rotterdam
‘Collaborate globally execute locally’.

For upcoming events and 
webinars, check out our 
events page on our
website for more details. 
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ISO27001
5
In July we achieved ISO27001:2013
certification, awarded to us from BSI.
Information Security has always been 
a top priority for us at Acumen. Using a 
risk-based approach, we have refined 
our existing policies and processes to
formalise our Information Security
Management system (ISMS) enabling us 
to achieve certification in a short
timescale.

We have been certified within our HQ
office, our software development tools 
and processes, our hosted products as 
well as all of our consulting solutions.

We achieved ISO 27001 certification 
within 6 months of starting the project, 
our robust ISMS will ensure we
continuously improve our information 
security and we will be audited by BSI on 
an annual basis. Our employees are
continuously trained on Information 
Security specifically around new threats, 
cyber security, data breach as well as 
protection for our physical environment 
and equipment.

ISO27001 is the international standard 
for the implementation of a formal
Information Security Management
System (ISMS). The certification was 
developed to “provide a model for
establishing, implementing, operating, 
monitoring, reviewing, maintaining and 
improving an information security
management system.”
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Client stories
6

Delivering long term profit by
modelling the impact of cost price 
increase scenarios, and optimising 
promotion plans
Our client is a leading, premium dessert manufacturer, based 
in the in UK, operating globally.

Business context

• Despite rising commodity costs, the client had not put 
through a CPI in ten years which was causing a year on 
year drain on profits

• Their brand was leading the field and responsible for driving 
category growth by 92%

• Frequent deep promotions had driven revenue at the       
expense of profit and brand equity. The business wanted to 
renew their focus on premiumisation and value growth

Promo
optimisation

Uncovering mechanics that
drove best profits

Price
repositioning

Using historic data to support
their 10% CPI on twin packs

KAM
implementation
Working with KAMs to

help implement the CPI

Focus areas:

The four stage process of determining
unpromoted price elasticity:

20

Phase 1
Isolating
base sales

Phase 2
Testing elasticity

Phase 3
Analyse across 
customers

Phase 4
Model the
impact



“This is good work, we’ve 
never had anything like 
this before”
Managing Director

“I love those M-curves, 
very impactful. You could 
so easily go to a customer 
with the evidence that a 
new mechanic is mutually 
beneficial”
Managing Director

8.2
Average client satisfaction scoreAverage client satisfaction score

What were the benefits?

Using machine learning to uncover optimal discount depths
as well as the impact of display:

Understanding 
CPI pressures and 

build a story

Sales capability 
training

Integrate Acumen 
analysis into
selling story

Take the plan
to trade

To bring a CPI and promo plan to trade, Acumen facilitated workshops for 
the key account managers

Phase 1
Configure the modelConfigure the model

Phase 2
Evaluate display impactEvaluate display impact

Phase 3
Visualise the outputsVisualise the outputs

Phase 4
Develop the guidelinesDevelop the guidelines
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Client stories
7

Building a profitable and
conditional investment framework 
with customers
Our client is a leading consumer healthcare company,
operating globally.

Acumen’s goal was to support the client in creating a
defensible, future proof pricing and investment framework 
which rebalances the profit pool, improves conditionality and 
creates greater investment control.

Acumen used it’s proprietary software tool Radar™, to
generate visibility of current pricing and simulate future pricing 
design. 

The new design and impact was confirmed within 7 
months, and now the focus is on implementation planning

1

2

A standard Trade List Price was designed which provides a number of benefits 
when designing a new trade term model

• Defensibility and transparency builds customer trust
• A consistent start point from which to make investment decisions for each customer
• Consistent calculation base for measurement of investment levels
• Establish consistent basis for cross channel pricing
• Having a robust methodology for new product pricing

A new conditional trade term structure was developed to reward customers in
3 key areas:

GrowthExecution Logistics

22002222220022112020
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“Acumen operated as 
an extended part of 
our team, really
embedding themselves 
into the business, but 
have an ability to still 
stand at arm’s length 
and challenge us where 
necessary.”



Action Dashboard

Non actualised  
historic promotions

Promotions outside 
of guidelines

Promotions awaiting
approval

Promotions rejected
by approver

Promotions in-flight

Promotions not 
commited

Future promotions
with negative 
incremental profit

Promotions starting 
in the next 14 days

40
0 10 1 16

71 86

App
Improvements

8
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Throughout 2019 we’ve made significant
improvements to our apps, upgrading both the 
functionality and scope of our tools and
enhancing user experience.

“User experience: The solution 
continues to improve significantly 
and has gained flexibility with the 
move to Microsoft Power BI for 
reporting and analytics.”

Enhanced 
actualisation 
process to 
integrate business 
data into Invest

Integration with 
google analytics for 
more accurate user 
journey mapping

Total new look and 
feel of the app, 
with updated 
navigation ribbon

Embedded 
analytics

“Analytics has migrated to Microsoft Power BI, 
which gives users the option to create their own 
reports and also configure their dashboards.”

“A new enhancement is geographic analysis and benchmarking of multinational client’s
revenue management performance across markets allowing central global revenue
managers to focus on specific market challenges. Acumen is continuing to build out a
revenue management platform focused on answering the right questions at the right time for 
their clients: trade terms optimization and structured pricing modules, mix management and 
pack/price architecture modules, and promotion activity and plan optimization modules.

Over the past 12 months Acumen has worked with clients leveraging machine learning and 
linear programming to determine the optimum mechanics and then take and present the 
optimized plan to their customers.

In addition to the data management platform, Acumen has controls such as data validation 
dashboards and alerts that notify Acumen and clients (when required) of data quality issues. 
Data validation is built directly into the user interface. This is a great example of the
combined power of service and capabilities that Acumen delivers.”

Commentary from the Promotion Optimisation Instituite vendor panorama report 2019



Amsterdam 2020
9
Our next event will be held at the Waldorf Astoria Amsterdam 
on the 25th of March, where we will be welcoming a breadth of 
commercial leaders from across Europe. Our agenda is set to 
include:

• How to realise growth through revenue management in a 
challenging European context

• Optimising the use of different revenue management levers 
(price, volume, mix)

• Delivering effective change in pricing and investment in a 
European context

• Having the right KPI’s and visibility of performance
• Establishing the revenue management mindset in your   

business
• Leveraging future technologies to deliver trade spend       

optimisation and how to lead a data driven revenue       
management organisation

The day will include a variety of presentations from top quality 
speakers, plenty of networking breaks, a buffet-style lunch and 
a networking drinks reception to follow. We look forward to 
welcoming our delegates to Amsterdam in March.
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www.acumenci.com


